
HORTLY after the September/October 1997 is-
sue of PAPER MONEY reached the SPMC mem-
bership, I received an e-mail message from Peter

Huntoon. The message concerned my statements and
assumptions in the article on pages 161-162. Peter has
pointed out the "error of MY ways" quite clearly, and
his comments clarify a situation that has been perplex-
ing to some (including me)! Read my article, then read
these comments. You'll know the REAL story.
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CORRECTIONS TO

"None Outstanding All Redeemed-NOT SO ! "
NEW INFORMATION ABOUT NATIONAL CURRENCY OUTSTANDING

CIRCULATION

(Retractions by) BOB COCHRAN

Dear Bob:
Unfortunately your article perpetuates a [Louis] Van Belkum

mistake, and then heaps a lot of serious misinformation on
that! Let me explain.

I dug out the original Van Belkum data card on Gardiner to
see just what happened. Van Belkum says the entire issue was
redeemed, both large and small, an obvious mistake because
the bank was issuing notes right up to the end and most of the
$25,000 was still in circulation when the redemption records
ceased. Van Belkum's error was picked up by [John] Hickman
but modified by John to say that all the large-size notes were
redeemed. Seeing an obvious blunder, [Don] Kelly did not
fall into either trap set by Van Belkum or Hickman, and cor-
rectly showed only the last circulation figure of $25,000 from
the Comptroller of the Currency's annual report for 1934. Kelly
listed reports of three large-size and four small-size notes for
the bank.

Here are some facts which got misconstrued in your specu-
lations. The Comptroller's office kept very accurate redemp-
tion records for national bank notes right up to the very end of
the small-size note issues in 1935. This was done simply be-
cause the National Bank Act required it, and every comptroller
followed the law to the letter. It was, unfortunately for the
redemption bureau, the only way they could accurately assess
the circulation tax—the feature here of utmost and primary
importance—and also accurately maintain the circulation for
a given bank. For tax purposes, and also for replacement pur-
poses, the records are so complete they even show fractional
pieces of notes if they didn't add up to the whole dollar value
of the smallest denomination in circulation. Think this
through: Taxes were involved and the records had to be pre-
cise and complete. Can you imagine the work load for the
Redemption Bureau during the week ending December 12,
1914, when they redeemed, sorted by bank, and accounted
for the all-time record weekly high redemption total of
$45,144,798! This amounted to something like sorting a mil-
lion notes per day that week!

When a bank liquidated, the law required the bank to pro-
vide money to the redemption fund to redeem its circulation,
but not to actually redeem its notes. There is a big distinction
here. The actual procedure used was that the bonds were sold
by the Treasurer, money from that sale was deposited in the
redemption account, and that money was used to offset re-
demptions of the bank's notes as they came in to the Redemp-
tion Bureau from circulation. The bank had no obligation
whatever to withdraw its notes from circulation, nor did any
other bank.

The same occurred if a bank reduced its circulation. The
bonds covering the reduction were sold, the funds deposited,
and actual redemptions offset by those funds. The bank would
not receive new notes until the entire reduction was physically
redeemed from circulation. Read Chapter 28 in my book to
see how this worked.

What we see in the redemption parts of the ledgers for closed
banks is a notation that lawful money was deposited to make
up the difference for outstanding notes. Thus the books bal-
anced, they could be closed, and the obligation for redeeming
the notes was transferred to the Treasurer.

Even so, the notes for the individual banks were faithfully
logged-in after the ledgers were closed. This is how we get those
low "large outstanding" figures from the Comptroller's An-
nual Reports. They did track the notes to the last dollar. It is
only the fact that the annual reporting of these data changed
in the Comptroller's Annual Reports that gives us an inter-
nally inconsistent basis for comparing the rarity of the various
banks as of 1935. For the early closures, the annual reporting
of data ceased in 1910. For later banks, the reporting ceased
when the bank's books were closed. However, the notes were
tracked thereafter for both cases, just not reported in the An-
nual Reports!

Notice that the Gardiner bank neither closed nor reduced
its circulation, so the foregoing scenarios don't even apply here.

Here are the worst of your misstatements in your article aside
from the issues discussed above.

It was NOT the obligation of the banks to "round up" their
notes from circulation once they closed or reduced their circu-
lations. Consequently, there were no procedures, let alone in-
centives, to "salt" redemptions with notes of ANY type.

It is doubtful if many banks actually handled the bonds used
to secure their circulations. The Treasurer sold the bonds for
the banks to cover redemptions so the banks neither saw the
bonds nor the money.

The following statement is the worst, it being ENTIRELY
incorrect: "The clerks in the Redemption Bureau were usually
busy enough that if the face value and denominations of the
notes being redeemed matched what the bank claimed, the
claim would be honored; they didn't always have the time to
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make sure that all of the notes were from the bank wishing to
redeem them."

Your conclusion that "the majority of the outstanding figures
reported for individual national banks are incorrect" is bla-
tantly incorrect.

The conversion to 1929 notes did not even cause a ripple in
altering the accuracy with which these records were maintained.
Thank heaven they did bother to differentiate between the large
and small [sizes] in redemptions which was not mandated by
the law.

When the circulation privilege ended in 1935 the banks
didn't have to do a single thing about their notes in circula-
tion. They became the obligation of the Treasurer, who re-
deemed them as they came in. There was no special effort to
pull them. The banks did nothing! I would never claim that
no sorting mistakes were made in the 72 years of redemptions
before the Treasurer assumed the liability for the notes; all I
will state is that they were trivial. What I can state is that like
all of us, Van Belkum made many mistakes in abstracting the
issuance and redemption data, and I have been slowly correct-
ing these by looking up the relevant ledger sheets in the cur-
rency and bond ledgers as people discover them. Gardiner will
be added to the "to do" list for my next visit to DC. I can also
advise that there is an occasional error in outstanding totals
reported in the Annual Reports of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency. For example, the 1910 outstanding figure for The First
National Bank of Tucson, Arizona Territory (2639) is $335,
when in fact it was $325, an obvious typographical error when
compared to previous years.

The value of the redemption ledgers is made with one grand
example. The Consolidated National Bank of Tucson, Arizona
Territory (4287) issued 980 sheets of $50-$100 notes in the
1882 and 1902 series. The later ledger pages for the bank re-
veal that every single $50 was redeemed except one. I have
seen that note, and it is certifiably unique. I would hate for
your article to cast doubt on that fact for its present owner.

I hope you will run a retraction for this flawed piece. It un-
necessarily muddies the waters and is simply incorrect. What
bothers me is that it resulted simply from a propagation of
errors through the numismatic literature—Van Belkum to
Hickman to you—not anything based on fact. It would have
been so easy to get the last Gardiner ledger sheet and see that
all the notes had not been redeemed.
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5g,„ q.a, r Tar,

by BOB COCHRAN

have quite an accumulation of old dealers' price list-
ings, many dating back to the late 1960s and early
1970s. Some of these price lists are quite crude, in that

they were written or typed and then mimeographed.

"Mimeograph," for those of you who have grown up in the
digital age, was an early form of copying documents. An im-
age of the document was created in a machine, and the result-
ing copies were created in a bright blue ink.

Before the popularity of publications such as PAPER MONEY
and the Bank Note Reporter, this was a cheap way for big-time
dealers, vest-pocket dealers, and collectors with a few extra
notes on hand to advertise their wares. In the late 1970s we
see some of the larger dealers creating extensive "booklets"
containing hundreds of notes; some of these are illustrated,
but sometimes they used "stock" illustrations, and didn't nec-
essarily show the note(s) actually being offered for sale. The
two dealers that I know of who still use this format on a regu-
lar basis are Dean Oakes and Hugh Shull—and their catalogs,
especially Hugh's, are "keepers." As a matter of fact, I know of
many collectors and dealers who tote Hugh's latest listing along
when they go to shows because he provides valuable informa-
tion about many notes that have not been recorded in the vari-
ous catalogs of obsolete notes.

A few of my booklets record a dealer's progress over the years.
As an example, my earliest knowledge of Lyn Knight comes
from a booklet published by P&I Coins of Sioux City, Iowa,
probably in the late 1960s; most of the material offered for
sale is coins, but there are a few pages of national bank notes
obviously cataloged by Knight. A later booklet (1974) shows
Knight as a member of the staff of the House of Stuart, Ltd., in
Kansas City, Kansas.

Anyway, my box of "stuff" contains listings from folks I've
never heard of, as well as some from people I've been privi-
leged to meet over the years. What's fascinating about these
lists are the "blockbuster" notes that were offered at what are
today, only 20-odd years later, INCREDIBLY low prices! Most
of the notes that were described as "rare" then are still RARE
today, indicating that an investment in an original (not pro-
cessed) rare note today is a GOOD investment.

Here's one example, from a June 19, 1973 price list from
the late Phil Lampkin;

ALABAMA—Mobile: 1865 Series $1.00 Nat'l. (Fr. 380). First Na-
tional Bank; Ch. # 1595. Quite rare, as are all first charter notes of
this denomination from the "Yellowhammer" state. Horizontal
tear has been mended so as to be virtually invisible from obverse.
Overall appearance of specimen is that of a Very Good—an espe-
cially desirable note, its condition not withstanding.. . . $85.00

I have a pretty good idea in whose collection this note resides
today, and I'm sure the owner wouldn't part with it for FORTY
TIMES Phil's asking price from 1973. There are only about
four or five $1 national bank notes known to exist from the
State of Alabama; a note in similar condition to this one re-
cently sold at auction for over $3600, including the buyer's
fee.

I read some good advice in one of Don Kelly's price lists
from the early 1970s, and it's still good advice today—START
NOW! ■

CORRECT ADDRESS
With this issue I begin my second year in Cincin-
nati. Nevertheless, some members continue to
send mail to my old address. See page one for
correct address. (Ed.)
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